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INTRODUCTION 
e.ca..se of the un..-1 Mlure of Etic Slaller's ert bolh in ptoo!Gp•phy •nd sculp
ture, •nd becMIMof the unusu.1-he hat.Mn from~ to fine art. I 
wndelial'Qdwhen he..,...i to-the klllowi111-••1tof hosown idulsand 
pis H •n ertist. In my own readinp of ert history, I - • ..,. found such 
penon.i communications of the ertist • helpful ~ to the writincs of ert 
hi..00.ns •nd critics. _.I of which tPWI us .ccess to the full ,,_none of the work. 

Much contemPQnry •rt is not readily accessible to •ny but the I• who Mve lound 
the time to -e to coneentr.ted ~Ill and a Mrious study of the ewlutlon of art 
forms. The Ille critic H•rold Rosenberacontended thll important •rtlsts, willy·nilly, 
m•ke not only art but •rt history. II one accepts that •nd puts It toaether with t he 
hauntin& stetement of Theilherd de Chardin that "evolution is the ll&ht which 
illuminH everythlnc: then clearly we must take the trouble to consider the personal 
evolut ion olthe artist as well as when and where he appears In art history. Onlythen 
can we view It not only without prejudice but also with eyes fully open to see what is 
to be seen. 

Eric St_.ler's photOllfaphs and sculptures are inconceivable without the advance of 
twentieth century technoloey and twentieth century consciousness. Li&ht is his 
preoccupetlon, not because of the effect it has on the object it illuminatH (as in the 
paintincsof Vermeer), or as a challenae to the hich •rt of illusory ~intina (such a.sin 
the paintincs of La Tour) but as liflht i1sell with both its physical and symbolic 
pniperties. Uchl r..,,.ins ••symbolically mysterious to us now Hit did to those who 
lived before the tlowerin& of the modem science of physics, but modem tectlnoloey 
hH e1111bled us to manipulate it in new ways which expand the 1maain1tion. The -.nee of "'-'11 tip has not diminished but increased wonder. and Staller's work. 
which I find-rous In the root sense, seem1pared to brlncth•t-.r into very 
clear locus. 
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"I was born an artist In 1969, with a spontaneous feelln11 that all media are fair 
11ame for my work. I had to reactto the rigors ofarchitecture school: 1 place that 
promised to purae me of my romanticism and have me buildin11the lar11est box 
for the least bucks. This was my favorite American buildin11." (Eric Staller) 

"This was my first piece: an 8 x 40' wall made of 3000 dollars with a 11uard on 
either side." (Eric Staller) 

"After colle11e I traveled around the country before I moved to New York City 
with this resolve: life should be a working vacation." (Eric Staller) 



ARTIST'S STATEMENT 

I'm the pilot.of my unconscious. I'm a professional dreamer. I stare for 
hours into my space. It is 2000 square feet; I've lived there twelve years. 
and it is still empty. Space is my clean slate. My pieces are windows, 
holes in reality. Einstein is my favorite artisl E=mc• is a profoundly 
beauti ful image. It conjures up thoughts of infinite time and space. 
What could stretch the limits of the imagination more? Isn't that the 
function of art? To stare at a star at night and to imagine the distance, or 
imagine life on it. or being a visitor to it, is to leave our ant·hill for a 
moment and imagine something greater, happier, forever. This is a 
moment of optimism about humanity, and many people having fanta· 
sies about optimism at the same time is what I believe religion really is. 

I love people, I love life: these are advantages in communicating. I am a 
seducer, I make people smile with my work, I disarm them. If you look 
long enough, you will be transported to a peaceful place. For a moment 
you may lose sense of time and place. Maybe the li(lhts will make you a 
little dizzy. I like verti&o. Maybe you will feel a tiahtening in your throat, 
l ike gaaina on too much sweets. That's ok. Try to stay with it, try to be 
alone in the space with my work. listen to the silence. These pieces are 
fragile. I don't know how long they will last, but I hope that they radiate 
an optimism that joins a kind of ozone layer. 

These pieces are models for space vehicles and bridges. I want to do 
light· ladders that soar into space. I was moved by the prophecy in Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind of city/ships travelling through space, 
communicat ing with light and sound. At our best, at our most civilized, 
we will someday outgrow this earth. We already fight like there's stand· 
ing room only. I hope to be a magical usher pointing to a better way to 
be. I'm looking for a universal meditation in my work, one that is both 
exhilarating and relaxing, an image but notan image, a hypnotic visual 
tone. 

Night is for reverie. I 'space out', my Walkman is on. I listen to all the 
stations at the same time. Music is the pace of our time. I stare at the 
blank paae. into space, back at the page, waiting for unconscious 
visions. They arefteeting. sometimes like bats i n darkness. I don't always 
recognize them. When one comes into focus, I have to record it quickly 
or it may be gone. I am a disciplined pilot of my unconscious, concen· 
trating for hours on seeing images in space, they appear ghostly, and 
my drawings look like they were done in the dark by someone who just 
woke up. Sometimes my best ideas come just before dawn when I'm 
exhausted, almost asleep. 



Next day, when I'm rested, I examine the sketches. They look foreign. 
Some are good, some bad. It may take days, weeks, to know. I look for a 
quantum leap each time, a way to surprise myself. Sometimes a quan· 
tum leap will look so foreign that it takes months of coming across it in 
my notebook to know that it's a worthwhile direction. During a long night 
of brainstorming I may make only one crude sketch, usually with some 
evocative words beside it: hypnotic, levitate, cinematic, sexual, green. I 
deciper the clues slowly. Each of these sculptures took an average of a 
month to conceptualize and a month to build. The moment that the 
clues gel and the idea is born is orgasmic, the most exciting. When a 
piece is finished I am happy for a week, then I must immerse myself in 
the loneliness of the next discovery. 

I suppose I'm happy to be an artist. I feel free. I don't particularly 
romanticize it, I didn't choose; it chose me. It may be an involuntary 
process, like the silkworm. I couldn't not do it this way. But it is fun. I 
make it fun by making up my own rules, then break them as soon as I 
get too good. I have to re-create the excitment of the first moment that I 
made art. I am nostalgic for that moment. But I also have a dispassion
ate problem-solving discipline that forbids me from beginning a new 
piece that isn't an intellectual or spiritual departure from the last one. 
Like the body-builders say: no pain, no gain. 

In 19761 had an inspired accident with a Polaroid and a sparkler. That 
curious photo sat on my desk for a year while I did other work .. Suddenly 
this direction gestated, and the next three years were laid out. I began 
making 'drawings' with fourth of July sparklers during time-exposures 
around the city at night. I hadtocompleteeachdrawing in two minutes, 
the life of the sparkler. Holding the sparkler at arm's length, I practically 
ran down Walker Street to complete the composition in two minutes. I 
proceeded to transform Citroen, Pulitzer Prodigy, Columns, and Plaza 
Hotel. I felt a strong sense of exhilaration, like running the one hundred 
yard dash with a flaming torch. I was surprised to learn that my pres
ence was not apparent in these pictures. This is because they were 
done at night and, while the sparkler burned a path into the film, there 
wasn't enough light on me to show up. 

The element of surprise is built into all of my work. I soon wanted to 
realize more elaborate fantasies with light. Up until this time it was 
difficult to imagine what would show up on film as I couldn't step back 
and view my elusive drawing. It was vanishing literally in the air the 
instant I passed over a car, street, or monument. But as the results 
became more predictable (routine is the enemy of the artist) I began to 
imagine forms that weren't there for me to draw over. Each of the 
resultant photographs is based on a unique choreography or move
ment with the light. This is how I can surprise myself and stretch the 
limits of my Imagination. I discovered that a ten-minute sparkler was 



UghtdonHIS, 1977 

Hydrascope, 1979 



R1bboo on Hanover Slreet. 1977 

Dear Mom and Dad, l 979 



Girls contemplate Girlfriend. 1982 

Kids cavort in Llght·so-round, 1982 
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available. In Midnite Met I spun the sparkler on the end of a strins as I 
traversed the steps. In Li11htunnel I walked up the middle of the street 
with the sparkler on the end of a broomstick. while makins many arcs 
overhead with the stick held at arm's lensth. I started to think of using 
the seometry of my body as a basis for my choreography. 

When I imagined creatlns domes of light for Lightdomes, I knew I 
needed more control of my l ight source (sparklers are danserous, 
lllesal, and hard to keep lit). I began to use a battery powered light. I 
pivoted in the center of each dome, makinsarcsoverheadwiththe bulb 
on the end of the broomstick. I was surprised that my arm was such a 
perfect compass. When I imagined that I had enough arcs for a dome, I 
turned off the bulb and repeated my dance further up the stairs. 

For Hydrascope and Parkfast I made two-dimensional constructions of 
Christmas lights that I carried through the spaces to create extrusions 
oflisht. I was delighted to find a feeling of velocity in these when my film 
came back from the lab. By the time I made Synergy I was carrying a 
three hundred foot extension cord and had learned how to " borrow" 
electricity from street lishts. For Dear Mom and Dad I used one plastic 
cube on wheels. I rolled it into place, turned the lights on for ten 
seconds, turned them off, and moved the cube. This exposure was 
twenty minutes. 

Window Dressin11was very satisfying because of its succinct integration 
of my light forms with the existing architecture. Almost scientifically I 
exclude arbitrariness and gesture from my work. I prefer to distill the 
essence of what the medium can do. However, when I feel I've backed 
into an intellectually dry corner, I try to season my work with humor 
(PIJseldon ancf Happy Street). 

In 1980 I had a scary moment, the kind that every artist at one time or 
another faces: I ran out. The results were becoming predictable. I was 
jaded by facility. I had to begin again, reintroduce the possibility of 
failure. I noticed that the liihtconstructions, until then only a means to 
an end, had a strong presence of their own. I was looking through lots of 
books for ideas and I was struck by the Dadaist images of machines. So 
the first sculpture was flat on the wall, in the shape of a machine, with 
gears and belts. Then it became a natural extension to animate the 
lights. Through trial and error I taught myself the ground rules of the 
medium, which showed me the way to go. And then I had one of the 
highest moments an artist can have: I got a gl impse, in my mind's eye, 
of the next few years, where I could take it. 

In my next works I explored the sinuous and fluid sensations suggested 
by the colors and configurations of lights. Falling water was something I 
emulated for its mesmerism. Then blazing fire and shimmering ice. I 
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try to evoke different sensations in each piece. One piece has waves of 
blue liaht radiatina from the center and has the effect of pebbles beina 
thrown into a pond. Kite quivers like a livinathinaasit hovenoverhead. 
I can't start a new piece until I learn from the last one. The pain, without 
which there is no aain, comes from tryina to arow spiritually deeper. 
Glimpse of Happiness comes the closest to this ideal. It has an elusive 
presence, blazing lime-green for twenty seconds, then fadina to black, 
it floats, crucifix-like in a ceiling corner of the room. It's realty my 
simpliest piece. It always startles me when simplicity is the best; makes 
me wonder if I'm thinkina too hard. 

Girlfriend is also a corner piece: pink lights suck the viewer into a black 
vortex. This Is probably the best sculpture in the show. It transcends the 
conventions of "sculpture" the most and becomes a sensual liquid. 
Light·so-round Is visual music I did when John Lennon's "Watching the 
Wheels" was buzzing in my head: 

People say I'm lazy dreaming my life away 
Well they aive me all kinds of advice designed to enl i&hten me 
When I tell them I'm doing fine watching shadows on the wall ... 
I'm just sitting here watching the wheels go round and round 
I really love to watch them roll 

I have had fantasies for a long time about the ways the world mi&ht be 
better. In architecture school I couldn't concentrate on desi&ning 
homes, office buildings, schools, stores. I hate the conventions that 
dictate and separate these. I was fantasizina about makina architectu· 
ral gestures, gifts, surprises, daily shots of optimism. I was thinking 
about an ephemeral architecture, chanaeable, that would encourage 
community, integrating social functions, like a huge.family. I have the 
luxury as an artist to idealize. If the more idealistic t he artist the better, 
then Christo is heavyweight champ. The bigness of his aestures begins 
to approach nature's and are ephemeral like nature. I admire Christo's 
ambition, his politics of generosity, his Don Quixote of bureaucracy. 
And you don't even have to be there; the idea can be appreciated by 
millions on television. 

I think about the science of broadening my audience: confronting 
people with my work in unexpected places. I hope to get "Lightmobile" 
on theroad in 1984. Twothousandweather·prooflightswill be builtinto 
a Volkswaaen and computerized into motion. I will hire a driver to tour 
the country with it. I am planning to light up some other building this 
year. In the future I want to make a film. And I expect someday to build 
my fantasy architecture. 

ERIC STALLER 



Modern man views Teepee, 1983 



Workman installs Bobbles, 1984 



ERIC STALLER 

Born 1947, Mineola. -Y"'1<. llwsin-YorltCity. Att8nded Unlwnllyof Mlchipn 
(-of~ 1971). 
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